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Close To Shore
Drones are becoming a valuable tool for scientists as well as artists. In California, they're finding a fearful predator too close for comfort.
Drone video shows California’s sharks close to shore, too close to people
A great white shark who recently swam through the waters off Island Beach State Park found his way back to the Jersey Shore this week. Andromache, one of the newest sharks tagged by research group ...
Great White Shark Detected Off Jersey Shore
A close encounter between a pair of dolphins and a shark has been captured on film by a man in California testing out his new drone. The breathtaking footage was recorded by Encinitas local Alex ...
Great White Sharks, Dolphins Have Close Encounter in Stunning Drone Footage
The leaders of Maryland's historically Black universities say they will use a $577 million state settlement to pay for scholarships, help fund high-demand programs in STEM fields and free up financing ...
How Maryland’s historically Black universities will use $577 million from state to close wealth gap, strengthen communities
Vinny Guadagnino and Nicole "Snooki" Polizzi had one of the most iconic and memorable hookups on Jersey Shore.
Jersey Shore’s most iconic hookups: Vinny & Snooki
A pilot climbed from a World War Two airplane without serious injury after making the plane land safely close to shore on Satellite Beach, Florida, during the Cocoa Beach Air Show on April 17, ...
Pilot Climbs to Safety After Landing Close to Shore During Florida Air Show
Look who’s back! Snooki is making her triumphant return to ‘Jersey Shore’ when the show comes back in June, and of course, she’s bringing the party!
‘Jersey Shore’ Trailer: Snooki Surprises The Roommates & Returns To Party After Leaving The Show
After a year when most of the seasonal businesses where operating at far less than full capacity, Jersey Shore businesses are gearing up for what looks to be a record ...
Shore will see record tourism season, by Michael Busler
Terrifying video shows the moment a 6-year-old girl playing in the waters of Hawaii runs away from an approaching shark.
Video shows shark come terrifyingly close to 6-year-old girl at beach in Hawaii
From north to south, the Jersey Shore has all of this, plus quiet stretches of sand and bits of beach with great cocktails nearby. So before you pack your beach bag, consider which beach is your kind ...
Your guide to finding the best New Jersey beach for you
MTV announced that ‘Jersey Shore Family Vacation’ is returning with new episodes in June. In a trailer for the upcoming season, fans see the surprise return of Nicole ‘Snooki’ Polizzi, the moment Mike ...
Snooki Makes a Surprise Return to 'Jersey Shore Family Reunion'
Geordie Shore star Marnie opens up on the details of her upcoming wedding to fiancé and baby Daddy Casey Johnson as she models a selection of wedding dresses ...
Marnie Simpson reveals full wedding plans: From wild stag and hen parties to Geordie Shore guest list
At back to back informational meetings last week, MassDOT announced it will close the Sumner Tunnel for a full four months during the summer of 2023 to complete its ‘Sumner Tunnel Centennial’ project.
MassDOT to Close Sumner Tunnel for Four Months in Summer 2023
VANCOUVER, British Columbia and ROTTERDAM, The Netherlands, May 11, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Waterfront Shipping, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Methanex Corporation (Methanex), yesterday demonstrated ...
Waterfront Shipping takes leadership role in demonstrating simplicity of methanol bunkering to ...
Magro’s girlfriend Saffire Matos “called the cops due to a physical fight” before his arrest last week. After a few days of radio silence, Saffire ...
Jersey Shore star Ronnie Ortiz-Magro’s girlfriend Saffire Matos ‘called cops due to physical fight’ before his arrest
Two North Atlantic right whales were caught hugging in the Cape Cod Bay by scientists, one of the first sightings of the unusual encounter among two members of the critically endangered species.
Rare video shows two endangered whales hugging off Cape Cod shore
Thinking my colleagues might be itching for some beach time, I asked them to tell me their favorite Jersey Shore towns and compiled the results. And they had some strong opinions. It turns out, there ...
Thinking about hitting the Jersey Shore this summer? Here are our picks for best beach towns
The Delmarva Peninsula, which includes Virginia's Eastern Shore, is the avian version of a southbound interstate during the fall migration of raptors and songbirds.
Acoustic Lighthouse field tests: Engineered noise to reduce bird-structure collisions
Cairo has positioned itself as a bulwark of stability in the region as the conflict in its western neighbour Libya grinds on.
Egypt buys French fighter jets to shore up 'national security'
At back to back informational meetings last week, MassDOT announced it will close the Sumner Tunnel in Eastie for a full four months during the summer of 2023 to complete its ‘Sumner Tunnel Centennial ...
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